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Overview
Part 1: High-Level Introduction to
Sentence-Based Image Description
-What do we mean by image description?
-What kind of data sets are available?
-What kind of tasks have been proposed?
-How do we evaluate image description systems?
-A proposal for a shared task
Part 2: Digging deeper and going further
- Visual features for image description
- Image description systems
- Image description and semantics
2
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Visual Features
for Image Description
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Low-level features
Can be computed directly off of the image:

-Color
-Texture
-Key points/SIFT
-Scene descriptors (Gist)
“Bag-of-words” representation:
Real or vector-valued features are often quantized
(e.g. by k-means clustering), and represented as a
histogram of discrete values.
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Color
Each pixel is represented as a vector in a color space:
-RGB: red-green-blue
-HSV: hue-saturation-brightness value
-(CIE)LAB: designed to approximate human vision
Color features capture properties of the distribution of
colors in an image or image region:
-Moments (mean, standard deviation, skewness)
-Histogram of quantized features
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Texture
Texture is a property of an image patch.
Used to identify materials/stuff.
“Textons”:
pass each image through a set (bank) of filters
cluster the responses into a vocabulary of texture words
represent image patches as histograms of filter responses
http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/research/texclass/
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Gist descriptors
Capture dominant spatial structure of a scene
along perceptual dimensions:
Naturalness (natural or man-made environment?)
Openness (coast, highway vs forest, city)
Roughness (size of major components),
Expansion (property of vanishing lines)
Ruggedness (deviation of ground from horizon)

Yields low-dimensional descriptor (feature vector)
of the entire image (Spatial Envelope)
A. Oliva & A. Torralba, 2001.
http://people.csail.mit.edu/torralba/code/spatialenvelope/
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SIFT descriptors
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (Lowe 1999, 2004),
developed as descriptor (feature vector) for key points:
Invariant to translation, rotation, rescaling
Robust to perspective and illumination changes
(color: 3×)128-dimensions; computed over 4x4 patch

Sparse SIFT: applied to key points only
useful for object matching across images

Dense SIFT: applied over a dense grid
useful for object/scene classification
vectors are clustered into a fixed number of ‘words’,
represented as a histogram of discrete values
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/SIFT
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Region-based features
Fixed grid regions:
-easy to compute
-not scale and rotation invariant
-regions are not semantically or visually coherent
Regions based on image segmentation:
-variable number of regions/image
-objects may be over-segmented (or under-segmented)
Regions based on detector responses:
-should identify similar instances of an object class
-requires accurate detectors
9
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Spatial Pyramids
Feature vector

...
Also used in kernels: Lazebnik et al. 2009
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Objects
Object classification:
Does this image contain an object of category C?
Object detection (localization):
Find bounding boxes that depict objects of category C.
PASCAL Visual Object Classes (VOC) Challenges:
(2005-2012) 20 categories, 22.5K images:
Aeroplanes, Bicycles, Birds, Boats, Bottles, Buses, Cars, Cats, Chairs,
Cows, Dining tables, Dogs, Horses, Motorbikes, People, Potted
plants, Sheep, Sofas, Trains, TV/Monitors
ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge
(2010-...) 200-1000 object categories, 500K-1.5M images
11
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Detector responses
Use directly (to identify bounding boxes):
Provides localization, if detection is accurate

Use indirectly (as features):
Provides useful signal, even when not that accurate at detection
ObjectBank: http://vision.stanford.edu/projects/objectbank/
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in a pub, reading in a library, and sleeping in a bedroom.
Scenes, and their associated functions, are closely related to
the visual features that structure the space. The function of
environments can be defined by their shape and size (a nar-
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Word-based image
annotation/search
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Image tagging & search:
Annotate images with lists of keywords
Search for imagesTrueby
lists of keywords
True caption
caption
True captionTrue caption
market people
market people
scotland water
bridge sky water
(aka.
Content-Based
Image
Retrieval)
Corr−LDA
Corr−LDA
Corr−LDA Corr−LDA

True captionTrue caption
sky tree waterscotland water
Corr−LDA Corr−LDA
people people
marketmountain
pattern textile display
water flowers hills
sky water buildings
tree water skyscotland
people buildings
GM−LDA GM−LDA
GM−LDA GM−LDA
people
light sky water sky tree fish water
tree water
people mountain s
sky water people
treetree
buildings
people
GM−Mixture
GM−MixtureGM−Mixture
GM−Mixture
people
market
street
costume
temple
water
sky clouds
scot
sky plane jet water snow
tree vegetables
pumpkins
watersunset
gardens

scotland
flowers hillsBlei
tree & Jordan 2003)
(Figures from Duygulu
et water
al. 2002,

people market pattern textile display

GM−LDA
people tree light sky water
GM−Mixture
people market street costume temple

GM−LDA
tree water people mountain sky
GM−Mixture
water sky clouds sunset scotland

Region-based image annotation:

Annotate image regions with keywords

What do these words describe?
True caption
birds tree
Corr−LDA
birds nest leaves branch tree

True captionTrue caption
True captionTrue caption
tree
fish reefs water
mountain skybirds
tree water
clouds jet plane
Corr−LDA Corr−LDA
Corr−LDA Corr−LDA
nest leaves
water clouds
ocean tree coral
sky water treebirds
mountain
peoplebranch tree sky plane jet fish
mountain
GM−LDA
GM−LDA GM−LDA
GM−LDA GM−LDA
birds
nest tree sky
watertree
skyclouds
vegetables tree pe
water sky vegetables tree people
sky tree waterwater
people
buildings
sky water people
GM−Mixture
GM−Mixture
GM−MixtureGM−Mixture
GM−Mixture
ocean
coral
mushrooms tree flow
fungus mushrooms tree flowers leaves buildings sky tree
water
tree fungus
people mushroomssky
plane jet fungus
clouds pattern
True caption
fish reefs water
Corr−LDA
fish water ocean tree coral

Object classes (person, tree) or instances (Marilyn Monroe)
Scenes (market, crowd)
GM−LDA
water
birds nest tree
sky
‘Stuff’
(grass,
water, sky)
GM−Mixture
tree ocean fungus mushrooms coral
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Figure
6: Example
images
from models.
the test set
Figure 6: Example images from the test set and their automatic
annotations
under
different
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Content-based image retrieval
Image → Image (Query by visual example)
Given a query image, find images with similar content
Image ↔ Words (Semantic retrieval):
Induce a mapping between words and images
from weakly labeled training data:
Not all possible words are used to describe the image
Words may not be associated with image regions
Assumes a fixed vocabulary of words
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Challenge:
The semantic gap
Mapping between images and words/concepts
is difficult because...
... different images of the same (kind of) object
may be visually very dissimilar
(due to different camera angles, lighting, pose, other attributes)

... images of different kinds of objects
may be visually very similar
(they may share textures, shapes, colors, etc.)
17
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Data Sets
Corel5k (Duygulu et al. 2002), Corel30K (Vasconcelos)
5k or 30K tagged images

LabelMe data set (Russell et al., 2007)
Database of images with crowdsourced labeling of regions
http://labelme.csail.mit.edu

ImageNet (Jeng et al. 2009)
Augment WordNet synsets with images:
~22k synsets, 14M images (in 2010)
http://image-net.org

SUN (Scene UNderstanding) database (Xiao et al. 2010)
~100K images, ~900 scene classes
http://vision.princeton.edu/projects/2010/SUN/
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Image annotation as MT
Duygulu et al. 2002

Task: Annotate image regions with keywords (tags)
Model: IBM-style alignment
map each image region to a visual vocabulary of 500 ‘blobs’
train alignment model between blobs and tags

Data set: Corel5K
19
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Bimodal topic models
Barnard et al. 2003, Blei & Jordan 2003
Basic idea:
Define a topic model in which topics generate image
regions and keywords
Challenge:
Independence assumptions required by generative
models may not be appropriate for this task

20
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Deterministic annotation
(Makadia et al. 2010)
Input:
a query image
a pool of tagged images

Find k-Nearest Neighbor images to query image:
Predefined image distance: Avg. over 7 basic distances (3 color
histograms, 4 texture), each rescaled to lie between 0 and 1)

Transfer n of their labels to query image
Use n most common labels of closest image
If closest image has fewer labels: Remainder: based on
remaining k-1 NN images.

Outperforms learning-based methods
21
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Sentence-based
image description

22
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Image tagging vs. describing
images with sentences
Image tagging is a multi-label classification task:
Given a large (but fixed, finite) set of tags,
predict which ones can be used for an image
Sentences are compositional:
We cannot assume we are dealing with a fixed,
finite set of labels.
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Comparing image description systems
Task definitions differ:
Generate captions directly from image features
Transfer captions from similar images
Rank a pool of captions for each image

Models and representations differ:
Image features: low-level features, detector responses
Linguistic features: words, syntax, lexical semantics, roles
‘Semantic’ mapping between images and language

Data sets differ:
UIUC Pascal: 1K images, 20 object types, crowdsourced captions
UIUC 8K: 8k Flickr images, people/dogs, crowdsourced captions
SBU data set: 1M Flickr images with Flickr captions

Evaluations differ:
Human judgments or automated metrics
24
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Defining f(I, S)
All image-description systems need a way to score
image-sentence pairs (I, S).
This score may or may not be mediated
by a (predefined or induced) semantic space.
f(I, S) can be:
- the score of a (discriminative) probabilistic model
or classifier (e.g. CRF/MRF, RankSVM)
- the distance of I and S in an induced semantic space
(Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis, other joint
embeddings)
- ...
25
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Image features
Low-level features to compare images/image regions
Color, texture, SIFT, HOG, GIST
Detector responses:
to identify regions that are likely to depict objects/stuff
to label the image
as (binary) features
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Text features
Words and n-grams:
-possibly augmented with hypernyms
-possibly with lexical similarities
Grammatical roles and word-word dependencies
to fill slots and to mediate between text and detectors
-NPs = actor/objects
-verb = activity
-PPs = scene (location) or ‘stuff’

27
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Task definitions
Generate captions directly from image features:
Requires an explicit mapping between image & text.
Requires a surface realization model to guarantee fluency etc.
Requires human evaluation of correctness & grammaticality.

Transfer (and combine) captions from similar images:
Requires a unimodal (image) similarity metric
May also require a surface realization model.
Requires human evaluation of correctness & grammaticality.

Score and rank a pool of captions for each image:
Requires a cross-modal (image-sentence) similarity metric.
Benefits from human relevance judgments,
but may be evaluated automatically.
28
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Image description as a
cross-modal ranking task
with explicit semantics
29
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Mapping images & sentences
to an explicit semantic space
Every Picture Tells a Story: Generating Sentences from Images

3

<bus,  park,  street>
<plane,  fly,  sky>

<ship,  sail,  sea>
<train,  move,  rail>
<bike,  ride,  grass>

A  yellow  bus  is  parking  in  the  street.
There  is  a  small  plane  flying  in  the  sky.  

An  old  fishing  ship  sailing  in  a  blue  sea.
The  train  is  moving  on  rails  close  to  the  station.

Meaning  Space
Image  Space

An  adventurous  man  riding  a  bike  in  a  forest.  

Sentence  Space

Fig. 1. There is an intermediate space of meaning which has di↵erent projections to
the space of images and sentences. Once we learn the projections we can generate
sentences for images and find images best described by a given sentence.

Farhadi et al. 2010

because
it is symmetric:
an image (resp. sentence),〈Object,
one can search
for the
Semantics
of given
images/sentences:≈
Action,
best sentence (resp. image) in a large set. This means that one can do both
Use Markov
Random
FieldsAnother
to predict
likely
illustration
and annotation
with one method.
attractionmost
is the method
doestriplet
not need for
a strong
syntactic
model,
which is represented by the prior on
images
and
sentences.
sentences. Our scoring procedure is built around an intermediate representation, which we call the meaning of the image (resp. sentence). In e↵ect, image
and sentence are each mapped to this intermediate space, and the results are
compared; similar meanings result in a high score. The advantage of doing so
is that each of these maps can be adjusted discriminatively. While the meaning
space could be abstract, in our implementation we use a direct representation
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of simple sentences as a meaning space. This allows us to exploit distributional

Scene〉
meaning

Extended by Yang et al. 2011; Kulkarni et al, 2011, etc.
for generation

30

Naive image semantics
Represent an image as 〈Object , Action, Scene〉
Assume a fixed type inventory for each slot:
- 23 objects
- 16 actions
- 9 scenes

31
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Mapping images to semantics
Discriminative probabilistic model:
P( 〈Object , Action, Scene〉 | Image)
Markov Random Field:
- Node potentials:
Based on image features
(object & scene detectors)
- Edge potentials:
How often do two labels
co-occur?

32
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Mapping sentences to semantics
P(〈Object , Action, Scene〉 | Sentence)
Node potentials based on
similarity of subject/object,
verb, and arguments
of prepositions to node label

33
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Examples
12

Authors Suppressed Due to Excessive Length
(pet, sleep, ground)
(dog, sleep, ground)
(animal, sleep, ground)
(animal, stand, ground)
(goat, stand, ground)
(furniture, place, furniture)
(furniture, place, room)
(furniture, place, home)
(bottle, place, table)
(display, place, table)

see something unexpected.
Cow in the grassfield.
Beautiful scenery surrounds a flu✏y sheep.
Dog hearding sheep in open terrain.
Cattle feeding at a trough.
Refrigerator almost empty.
Foods and utensils.
Eatables in the refrigerator.
The inside of a refrigerator apples, cottage cheese, tupperwares and lunch bags.

Squash apenny white store with a hand statue, picnic tables in
front of the building.
(transportation, move, track) A man stands next to a train on a cloudy day
(bike, ride, track)
A backpacker stands beside a green train
(transportation, move, road) This is a picture of a man standing next to a green train
(pet, sleep, ground)
There are two men standing on a rocky beach, smiling at the camera.
(bike, ride, road)
This is a person laying down in the grass next to their bike in
front of a strange white building.
(display, place, table)
This is a lot of technology.
(furniture, place, furniture) Somebody’s screensaver of a pumpkin
(furniture, place, furniture) A black laptop is connected to a black Dell monitor
(bottle, place, table)
This is a dual monitor setup
(furniture, place, home)
Old school Computer monitor with way to many stickers on it
Fig. 3. Generating sentences for images: We show top five predicted triplets in the
middle column and top five predicted sentences in the right column.

4.3

Illustration: Finding images best described by sentences

Not only our model can provide sentences that describe an image, but it also can
find images which are best described by a given sentence. Once the connections
to the meaning space is established, one could go in both directions, from images

Sunday, April 27, 14
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Image description as a
generation task with
explicit semantics

35
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Yang et al. 2011
Task: Generate sentences for UIUC Pascal images
Templates: NPsbj verb NPobj? prep NPscene
This is a NP

Image features to predict nouns (sbj, obj, scene)
20 object types: Felzenszwalb detector responses
8 scenes: GIST descriptors

Language model to predict verbs and preposition:
Verb: based on NPsbj and NPobj
Preposition: based on verb and NPscene (or NPobj )

36
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Kulkarni et al. 2011
Data set: UIUC Pascal images
For each query image:
detect 24 object classes and 6 ‘stuff’ categories
identify 21 attributes of candidate regions (adjectives)
process pairs of candidate regions to get spatial relations (PPs)
Use CRF to predict words for each object, attribute, stuff
detection and for each pairwise relation
Use predicted words in a template-based generation system.

37
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Midge (Mitchell et al. 2012)
For each query image:
detect regions corresponding to objects/stuff with attributes
detect actions/poses for each region
detect spatial relations between regions

Each image caption contains:
nouns + modifiers that refer to objects/stuff + attributes
verbs that refer to poses/actions
prepositions that refer to spatial relations between entities

Generation task:
filter incorrect detections
augment with syntax-based language model
impose discourse constraints
produce fluent caption
38
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Description as Generation

Kulkarni et al.:
This is a picture of three persons, one bottle and one
diningtable. The first rusty person is beside the second
person. The second person is by the third rusty person.
The colorful diningtable is near the first rusty person, and
near the second person, and near the third rusty person.
Yang et al.:
Three people are showing the bottle on the street.
Mitchell et al.:
people with a bottle at the table

Kulkarni et al.:
This is a picture of two pottedplants, one
dog and one person. The black dog is by the
black person, and near the second feathered
pottedplant.
Yang et al.:
The person is sitting in the chair in the
room.
Mitchell et al.:
A person in black with a black dog by potted
plants.

Comparison from Mitchell et al. (EACL 2012)
39
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on approaches in the literature
as bags of regions. The other
sual dependency representation
or in conjunction with gold-sta
tions at training time.

Visual Dependency Grammar
(a)

Elliott & Keller 2013

We find that descriptions
VDR-based models are sign
those generated using bag-oftomatic evaluations using sm
and in human judgements. T
provements are found at bi-, tri
els, and humans rate VDR-base
1.2 points above the next-best m

A man is riding a bike down the road.
A car and trees are in the background.
(b)
on

above

ROOT

-

-

-

bike

car

man

road

trees

Image regions

A man is riding a bike down the road.
det

aux

det

nsubj

dobj
root

det

Finally, we also show that
sual dependency representation
image descriptions are generate
parsed VDRs. We use a mo
edge-factored parser of McDo
predict VDRs over a set of ann
This result reaffirms the potent
resentation as a means to descr
Note that throughout the paper
standard region annotations; th
to explore the effect of structur
tions independently of automat

Caption

pobj

advmod

Visual Dependency graph: DAG over image regions
(c)

Figure 1: (a) Image with regions marked up: BIKE, CAR,
Root = main actor
MAN , ROAD , TREES ; (b) human-generated image description;
(c) visual
dependency representation
expressEdges = spatial relations
(on,
surrounds,
beside,
opposite,
ing the relationships between MAN, BIKE, and ROAD
to the syntactic dependency parse of the first senabove, below, in front aligned
of, behind)
tence in the human-generated description (b).

Generated from, and aligned with, image descriptions.
2 Visual Dependency Rep
sentations would be able to correctly infer the action
Shown to be beneficial
for a template-based caption
that is taking place, such as the distinction between In analogy to dependency gram
repairinghas
or riding
a bike, which
would
greatlyregions.
im- guage syntax, we define Visua
generation system that
access
to
gold
mar to describe the spatial rel
prove the descriptions it is able to generate.
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In this paper, we introduce visual dependency representations (VDRs) to represent the structure of im-

40
of image regions. A directed
gions is labelled with the spa

Image description as a
transfer task
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Im2Text
Ordonez et al. 2011
Data set: SBU Captioned Photo Dataset
1M images harvested from Flickr

Task: Transfer captions from visually similar images
1. Identify k visually similar images
2. Estimate image content: objects, stuff, people, scenes
3. Rerank captions of the k candidate images

Evaluation:
Automatic: Bleu scores
Human: Forced choice between 2 random images per caption
42
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Im2Text: Find candidates
Represent each image as:
Gist feature
‘tiny image’ (32 x 32 thumbnail)
Compute similarity between query image
and each of the 1M images
Global matching:
Return the caption of most similar image

Content matching:
Return top 100 most similar images for further processing

43
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Im2Text: Content matching
Objects (89 categories):
If the caption mentions an object, run corresponding detector.
Represent detected objects by shapes and visual attributes.

People and actions:
Predict action and pose vector

Scenes (23 categories from SUN):
Train 23 classifiers to predict a scene vector

Stuff (sky, road, building, tree, water)
Compare query image against each candidate image:
Similarity of the regions corresponding to the detected objects,
people, scenes, stuff
Train classifier over these similarity vectors (to maximize Bleu)
44
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Im2Text Examples
Amazing colours in the sky
at sunset with the orange
of the cloud and the blue
of the sky behind.

A female mallard duck in the lake at Fresh fruit and
Luukki Espoo
vegetables at the
market in Port Louis
Mauritius.

One monkey on the tree in the
Ourika Valley Morocco

Clock tower
against the sky.

The river running through town I
cross over this to get to the train

Street dog in Lijiang

Tree with red leaves in the field in autumn.

The sun was coming through
Strange cloud formation literally
flowing through the sky like a river in the trees while I was sitting in
relation to the other clouds out there. my chair by the river

Figure 4: Results: Some good captions selected by our system for query images.
region with a classification probability above a fixed threshold are treated as detections, and the max
probability for a region is used as the potential value.
If we have detected a stuff category, s, in a query image region, Sq and a matched image region, Sm ,
then we compute the probability of a stuff match as:
walking the dog in the primeval
tower is the
on the=
kid s)
in the
P (Sqcheck
, Smout) the
=face
P (S
⇤ The
P (S
= s) the water the boat was in
q
forest
highest m
building in
black hat he looks so enthused
Hong Kong.
where P (Sq = s) is the SVM probability of the stuff region detection in the query image and
P (Sm = s) is the SVM probability of the stuff region detection in the matched image.

shadows in the blue sky

4.3 People & Actions
People often take pictures of people, making “person” the most commonly depicted object category
in captioned images. We utilize effective recent work on pedestrian detectors to detect and represent
I tried to cross the street to get in my
people in our images. In particular, we water
make
use
of detectors from
et al [3] which
learn
girl in aBourdev
box that is a train
small dog
in the grass
under
the bridge
car but you can see that I failed LOL.
poselets – parts that are tightly clustered in configuration and appearance space – from a large number of 2d annotated regions on person imagesFigure
in a max-margin
To represent
activities,
5: Funny framework.
Results: Some
particularly
funny or poetic results.
we use follow on work from Maji et al [21] which classifies actions using a the poselet activation
vector. This has been shown to produce accurate activity classifiers for the 9 actions in the PASCAL
VOC 2010 static image action classification challenge [7]. We use the outputs of these 9 classifiers
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4.5

TFIDF Measures

45

Kuznetsova et al. 2012

okn up in the sky its a

y cat sitting in a shoe

ILP: This is a sporty little red convertible made for
a great day in Key West FL. This car was in the 4th
parade of the apartment buildings.
Human: Hard rock casino exotic car show in June
ILP: I like the way the clouds hanging down by
the ground in Dupnitsa of Avikwalal.
Human: Car was raised on the wall over a bridge
facing traffic..paramedics were attending the
driver on the ground

Data: SBU data set, tested on 1,000 selected images
%), ILPwith
generated
captions
were preferred
over human written ones!
good
detector
responses
1. Process query image (Similar features to Im2Text)
12). Via
Fsijpqeach
, co-occurrence
cohesion is computed as:
2. For
detector response:

of syntactic
and images with visually similar responses
Retrieve
max(f ) f (hsij , hspq )
CO
phrases xTransfer
Fsijpq = phrases from their captions
(22)
sij and
corresponding
max(f ) min(f )
is cohesion score
3. Generate one sentence per detected object
is trick helps the Final Cohesion Score: Finally, the pairwise
formulation: word order, avoid redundancy, etc.
ces with ILP
varying
phrase cohesion score Fijpq is a weighted sum of
always selecting n-gram and co-occurrence cohesion scores:
es allowed.
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NGRAM

CO
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Gupta et al. 2012
(1) Input Image

(2) Neighbouring Images with
Extracted Phrases

(3) Triple Selection and Sentence Generation

Figure 2: Overview
of our
approach for PASCAL
an example image from
the Pascal dataset. (1) Given an unseen image, (2) find K
Approach
(on
UIUC
data)
images most similar to it from the training images, and using the phrases extracted from their descriptions, (3) generate a
ranked list of triples
which is then
used to compose
description for the
new image.
Generate
caption
from
word-word
dependencies
that are
transferred
from k-nearest neighbor
images.
ing it as an n-gram language model is inspired by Aker and
al. (2011), a CRF-based model; whose nodes correspond

Gaizauskas (2010). These patterns have a predefined strucSentence
features:
ture (e.g. (subject,
verb), (attribute, subject), etc), and

to image entities (such as objects, attributes and prepositions); is used to predict the best labelling for an image. For
sentence generation, either templates (Kulkarni et al. 2011;
Yang et al. 2011; Yao et al. 2008) are used, or complete sentences from the available descriptions (Farhadi et al. 2010;
Ordonez, Kulkarni, and Berg 2011) are transferred.
Aker and Gaizauskas (2010) use GPS meta data to access
web-documents relevant to an image, and generate image
description by summarizing these documents. But their domain is limited to static objects such as buildings and mountains, and cannot be applied to dynamic objects in daily life
like people, cars, etc. In Feng and Lapata (2010), assuming that a relevant document is available for a given image,
the output (keywords) of an image annotation model is combined with the document properties to generate captions for
images in the news domain.
Conceptually, our work closely relates to Sadeghi and
Farhadi (2011). They hypothesize that a visual phrase (e.g.

can easily be mapped to generate a syntactically and gramWord-word
dependencies and Google n-gram counts
matically correct description.
The main strength of our approach is that it works on these
patterns which carry a bigger chunk of information, compared to predicting individual bits such as objects, attributes,
verb, preposition, etc. in a piece-wise manner and then combining them at a later stage as done by previous methods.
To summarize, our contributions are: (i) A novel approach
for generating human-like descriptions for images that effectively uses available textual information. Instead of relying
on trained object detectors or classifiers, our method captures the semantics of an image using the information encoded in its description. (ii) Extensive evaluations to test the
applicability of our model on the IAPR TC-12 benchmark1
(to our best knowledge, this is the first study devoted to compose descriptions for complex images with rich and com-

Image features:

color histograms (RGB, HSV)
texture: Gabor and Haar descriptors
scene (GIST), shape: SIFT
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Image description as a
cross-modal ranking task
with implicit semantics
Hodosh, Young, Hockenmaier 2013
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Image description as ranking
Hodosh, Young, Hockenmaier 2013
How well can we associate images with sentences?
(without detectors)
Tasks:
Sentence-based image search
Sentence-based image annotation

Approach:
Use Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA)
to induce a joint semantic space of images and sentences.

In-depth study of evaluation metrics
49
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Description as Ranking
Given a pool of unseen images Itest and unseen
sentences Stest, we can use an affinity function f(I, S)
that is maximized when S describes I to define image
description as two ranking tasks:
Sentence-based image annotation
(over a pool of test sentences, Stest):
For each Iquery ∈ Itest, rank all S ∈ Stest by f(Iquery, S)
Sentence-based image search
(over a pool of test images, Itest):
For each Squery ∈ Stest, rank all I ∈ Itest by f(I, Squery)
50
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Image search
A little girl is enjoying the swings
Two boys are playing football.
People in a line holding lit roman candles.
A little girl is enjoying the swings
A motorbike is racing around a track.
An elephant is being washed.
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Image annotation
A little girl is enjoying the swings
Two boys are playing football.
People in a line holding lit roman candles.
A little girl is enjoying the swings
A motorbike is racing around a track.
An elephant is being washed.
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Canonical Correlation
Analysis
Input: Pairs of items (Ai, Bi) drawn from different
spaces Ai ∈ A, Bi ∈ B
Output: maximally correlated linear projections
wA, wB that project items from A, B into an induced
common space such that Ai is close to Bi

hAwA , BwB i
argmaxwA ,wB
kAwA kkBwB k
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Kernel CCA
KCCA learns projection weights that maximize the
correlation between the kernel matrices KA, KB
Kernel matrix Kij = k(xi, xj) = ⟨φ(xi), φ(xj)⟩:
Contains implicit dot product of training items xi xj
in a high-dimensional space φ(xi)

Kernels:
Primal representation of classifiers: learn feature weights
Equivalent dual representation: weight vector is a linear
combination of training examples
Kernel function k(xi, xj) computes high-dimensional
dot product ⟨φ(xi), φ(xj)⟩ efficiently
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Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis
Images

Ki(Di,∗) W1

W2 Kt(Dt,∗)
Semantic Space

Images and
sentences are
mapped to the
same induced
semantic space.

Captions

Sooners
football player
wears the
number 28
and black
armbands ...

A boy jumps
from one bed
to another ...
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Using KCCA for image description
Images

Ki(Di,∗) W1

W2 Kt(Dt,∗)

Captions

Semantic Space
A little girl is
enjoying the
swings

To describe an
image, we map it
to the semantic
space, and find the
closest sentences
in this space.

A dog is
running
around
the field
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Image Kernels
Feature vector

...
Spatial Pyramid Kernel (Lazebnik at al.)
Features: histogram of color, texture, and SIFT responses
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Text kernels
Bag-of-Word (BOW):
-How many words are shared?
Trigram (Trisem, truncated string kernel):
How many words, and bigram/trigram sequences
(with gaps) are shared?
Augmented with lexical similarities: allow partial matches
IDF reweighting: downweight common words

A child with red hair playing with a brown dog
A small child playing with a large dog on the carpet
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Lexical similarities
Alignment Distcaptions DistBNC
rider biker

Lin

bike

ride

traveler

bicyclist

dirt

horse

cyclist

cyclist

motocross

race

bicyclist

bmx

motocycle

bike

horseman

bicycler

ride

jockey

jockey

swim retrieve

pool

fish

bathe

paddle

trunk

water

sport

dive

water

sea

football

come

dive

pool

activity

wade

goggles

beach

soccer
59
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Nearest Neighbor baseline
Training
Data
Image similarity
(Pyramid kernel)

(

,a kid on the swings)

Text similarity
(IDF-weighted BoW F1)

Two boys are playing football.
People in a line holding lit roman candl
A little girl is enjoying the swings
A motorbike is racing around a
A boy in a yellow uniform carr
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Our experiments
Training data: 6,000 image-caption pairs
(‘caption’ = 1 caption or 5 captions)
Test data (disjoint from training data):
1,000 images and 1,000 captions
Tasks:
-Image annotation:
Given a test image, rank all test captions
-Image search:
Given a test caption, rank all test images
61
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Our models
Baseline models
Random (Random)
Nearest Neighbor (NN; 5 captions/training image)
KCCA-based models
Bag of Words (BoW1; 1 captions/training image)
Bag of Words (BoW5; 5 captions/training image)
‘Semantic’ (Tri5sem; 5 captions/training image)
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Examples
‘Expert’ human evaluation for image annotation:
Rate the highest ranked test caption for each test image
on a scale from 1 to 4.
Search and annotation examples
Shown are the top 5 results per query image/sentence.
The response that belongs to the query is highlighted.
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Score: 4 (Perfect description)
Random: 0.6%
NN:
4.1%
BoW1:
8.1%
BoW5: 11.8%
Tri5sem: 13.3%
A girl wearing a yellow
shirt and sunglasses
smiles.

A man climbs up a
sheer wall of ice.
64
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Score: 3 (Minor errors)
Random:
NN:
BoW1:
BoW5:
Tri5sem:

1.5%
11.4%
22.9%
24.7%
28.1%

A boy jumps into the
blue pool water.

A child jumping on a
tennis court.
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Score: 2 (Major errors)

A dog in a grassy field,
looking up .

A boy in a blue life
jacket jumps into the
water .
66
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Score: 1 (Caption unrelated)

Basketball players in
action.

A black dog with a
purple collar running.
67
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Image search examples
Two little girls practice martial arts

A man sitting on a subway
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Ranking-based evaluation
Recall of original item (automatic)

NN
BoW1
BoW5
Tri5Sem

Image annotation
R@1
R@5
R@10
2.5***
7.6***
9.7***
4.8*** 13.5*** 19.7***
6.2**
17.1*** 24.3***
8.3
21.6
30.3

Image search
R@1
R@5 R@10
2.5***
4.7***
7.2 ***
4.5*** 14.3*** 20.8 ***
5.8**
16.7*** 23.6 ***
7.6
20.7
30.1

Rate of Sucsces (large-scale human evaluation)

NN
BoW1
BoW5
Tri5Sem
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Image annotation
S@1
S@5
S@10
5.8 *** 15.3 *** 20.1 ***
12.2 *** 30.3 *** 39.7 ***
15.0 *
34.1 ** 42.7 ***
16.6
37.7
49.1

Image search
S@1
S@5
S@10
4.9 *** 12.9 *** 18.1 ***
11.4 *** 30.5 *** 40.2 ***
12.1 *** 31.5 *** 40.8 ***
15.7
36.9
48.5
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Image annotation examples
Two girls with dark hair and white shirts.
A woman in a red shirt holding a cellphone.
The Asian girl wearing a pink and black striped top
is walking next to the girl in the grey top .
A smiling woman embracing a young girl in a jacket
with an apple print.
A woman in a headdress is holding a little boy
wearing blue.
A person on a dirt bike is riding up a sandy hill.
A man riding a motorbike kicks up dirt .
Two motocross riders next to each other
on a dirt track .
A person drives an ATV through mud.
A man wearing a white hat is on a red ATV
driving on the dirt .
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Using NNs for image description
(Socher et al., TACL 2014)

Images

Captions

Semantic Space
Image
NN

Learn two neural nets to map images and
sentences to vectors i, s in the same space
such that the dot product of correct imagesentence pairs (ii, si) is greater than that of
incorrect pairs (ii, sj), (ij, si) by a margin Δ:
iisi > iisj +Δ and iisi > ijsi +Δ

A little girl is
enjoying the
swings
Sentence
NN

A dog is
running
around
the field
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Image Description
and Semantics
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KCCA: Semantics

Language L

Images I
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Image semantics

Language L

Images I
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Denotational Semantics

Language L

Universe U
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Denotational Semantics
The denotation of a (declarative) sentence is the
set of all possible worlds/situations in which it is true:
⟦s⟧ = {w ∈ U: s is true in w }
The visual denotation of a (descriptive) sentence is the
set of all images for which it is a correct description:
⟦s⟧ = {i ∈ I: s describes (part of) i }
Young, Lai, Hodosh, Hockenmaier, TACL 2014.
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Denotation Graph
Denotations induce a partial ordering over
descriptions.
⟦a white dog runs on the beach ⟧ ⊂ ⟦a dog runs⟧
This yields a subsumption hierarchy/lattice
over image descriptions
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Constructing the graph
1. Normalize captions:
Spelling; capitalization
Lemmatization
Normalize determiners
2. Make captions more generic:
Replace nouns by hypernyms
Drop modifiers (adjectives, adverbs, PPs)
3. Extract simpler constituents
This yields a large subsumption hierarchy
of (partial) image descriptions
78
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The denotation graph
A child plays

A child plays
guitar

A girl plays on
the playground

A girl plays

A child plays
on the beach

A girl plays on
the beach

A child plays
soccer

A child in red
plays on the beach
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Statistics
Original data (~32,000 images)
~160K distinct captions
Denotation graph:
~1750K distinct captions:
~230K captions with ⟦s⟧ ≥ 2
~53K captions with ⟦s⟧ ≥ 5
~22K captions with ⟦s⟧ ≥ 10
~1.9K captions with ⟦s⟧ ≥ 100
161 captions with ⟦s⟧ ≥ 1000
e.g. person play instrument, woman standing, ...
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Explicit semantic
representations?
Should image description be mediated by explicit
semantic representations?
Linguists are developing semantic representations
for spatial information, e.g.:
Spatial role labeling (Kordjamshidi et al. 2010)
ISO-Space annotation scheme (Pustejovsky & Yochum 2014)
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